SEASONS

ENTERTAIN
SOMETHING NEW
The Old Vic is London’s
independent, not-forprofit theatre; a world
leader in creativity and
entertainment.
The Old Vic is mercurial: it can be transformed into a theatre in the round, a space for music
and comedy; it has played host to opera, dance, cinema, music hall, classical dramas, variety,
big spectacles and novelty acts. It was the original home of the English National Opera, the Sadler’s
Wells dance company and the National Theatre. It’s also been a tavern, a college, a coffee house,
a lecture hall and a meeting place.
All of this is now in the bones of the building and is as important a part of its open-armed, inclusive,
welcoming personality as its grand historic decor and the iconic performances and famous productions
it has housed.
Today, Artistic Director Matthew Warchus is building on 200 years of creative adventure. Under his
leadership, we aim to be a surprising, unpredictable, ground-breaking, rule-breaking, independent
beacon of accessible, uplifting and unintimidating art.
We hold the belief that theatre needs to be cherished, supported and shared with as many people
as possible. Our 1,000 seats are yours from £10 a ticket. Our productions are diverse, adventurous,
new, exciting. Our education and talent programmes allow students to explore and artists of tomorrow
to create. Our building is open and alive, day and night.
Our theatre is yours.
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OUR PRODUCTIONS ARE SUPPORTED BY:

The Birthday weekend, 2018
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SEASON ONE

THE CARETAKER

JEKYLL & HYDE

Writer Harold Pinter
Director Matthew Warchus

Director & Choreographer Drew McOnie

‘A clever choreographer of unstoppable
energy, his dance is full of wit,
zip and zest’ Evening Standard

‘Beautifully pitched performances’
Financial Times

THE HAIRY APE

Wor
prem ld
iere

Adaptor David Greig
Music & Lyrics by Charlie Fink
Director Max Webster

‘The best family
show since Matilda’
The Guardian

Wor
prem ld
iere

THE MASTER
BUILDER
Writer Henrik Ibsen
New adaptation by David Hare
Director Matthew Warchus

GROUNDHOG DAY

VARIETY NIGHTS

Book by Danny Rubin
Music & Lyrics by Tim Minchin
Director Matthew Warchus

Music. Magic. Comedy

‘A much-loved, ingeniously funny and
clever Hollywood film has made a
triumphantly theatrical rebirth’ The Telegraph

‘The Old Vic Variety Night was
AWESOME! What a hoot!’ @katie_brennan

Wor
prem ld
adap iere
tatio
n

‘Warchus’s fascinating, fabulously
acted revival’ The Times

RISE
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Writer Deirdre Kinahan
From The Old Vic Community
Company
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Wor
prem ld
iere

‘It dipped into many issues
facing Londoners today,
but I still left with a smile
(and a tear!)’ @BeckyBurchell
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DR. SEUSS’S
THE LORAX
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‘Raw, visceral, primitive yet powerful’
The Observer
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‘A terrific choice for the launch of a new
chapter at The Old Vic with more than a
whiff of revolutionary fervour’ The Observer
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Writer Tamsin Oglesby
Director Matthew Warchus
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Writer Eugene O’Neill
Director Richard Jones
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FUTURE
CONDITIONAL

Wor
prem ld
iere

VOICES
OFF

TALES FROM
THE SHED

Talks. Conversations. Debates

A family show in collaboration with
inclusive theatre company Chickenshed

‘Well done @oldvictheatre
using #TheCaretaker
production to platform
mental health discussion’
@LucyCarter6

‘It is impossible to watch
this production without
a big beaming smile’
Remote Goat
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WOYZECK
Writer Georg Büchner
A new version by Jack Thorne
Director Joe Murphy

Wor
prem ld
adap iere
tatio
n

‘Jack Thorne has sprinkled magic over
Georg Büchner’s elusive masterpiece’
Evening Standard

KING LEAR

A selection of Samuel Beckett’s Texts for Nothing
Conceived, Performed & Directed by Lisa Dwan
Co-Director Joe Murphy

Writer William Shakespeare
Director Deborah Warner

Wor
prem ld
iere

‘The cast is stellar and the brightest of
all is Glenda Jackson. What a comeback.
She’s fearless here as Lear, hard as
nails, furious, capricious but also frail
and vulnerable’ The Times

‘Full-blooded, heart-felt performance’
WhatsOnStage

Music & Lyrics by Bob Dylan
Writer & Director Conor McPherson

Wor
prem ld
iere

‘A superb cast. A remarkable fusion
of text and music’ The Guardian
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NO’S KNIFE

GIRL FROM THE
NORTH COUNTRY
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SEASON TWO

THE MISSING LIGHT COVER MY TRACKS
Music & Lyrics by Charlie Fink
Book David Greig
Director Max Webster

Wor
prem ld
iere

Wor
prem ld
iere

‘A blissful hour-and-a-little-bit of
contemplative, gently poetic storytelling
and wistful, folksy guitar music’ The Stage

‘Imaginative and exquisite…
my nine year old loved it’ The Telegraph

ROSENCRANTZ &
GUILDENSTERN
ARE DEAD

Writer Yasmina Reza
Translator Christopher Hampton
Director Matthew Warchus

‘Very funny and exquisitely calibrated’
The Independent
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Writer Tom Stoppard
Director David Leveaux

‘A brilliantly crafted, endlessly witty
meditation’ Metro
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‘ART’
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Creator Mark Arends
A collaboration with Make Mend and Do,
an award-winning theatre company making
theatre for young people
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Monologues funded by the TS Eliot Estate
Queers
Curator Mark Gatiss
Writers Matthew Baldwin, Jon Bradfield,
Jackie Clune, Michael Dennis, Brian Fillis,
Mark Gatiss, Keith Jarrett, Gareth McLean
Performers Mark Bonnar, Sara Crowe,
Jack Derges, Ian Gelder, Kadiff Kirwan, Russell Tovey,
Gemma Whelan, Fionn Whitehead
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ONE VOICE
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SEASON THREE

MOOD MUSIC
Writer Joe Penhall
Director Roger Michell

SEA WALL

Wor
prem ld
iere

Writer Simon Stephens
Director George Perrin

‘The most devastating 30 minutes
you are ever likely to experience in
the theatre’ The Guardian

‘Electrifyingly smart’
Financial Times

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Wor
prem ld
adap iere
tatio
n
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‘Stunningly-rendered Dr. Seuss fable
for all ages’ The Telegraph

Writer Alan Ayckbourn
Director Annabel Bolton

FANNY &
ALEXANDER

Wor
prem ld
iere

A MONSTER CALLS

VOICES OFF

From the novel by Patrick Ness
Inspired by an idea by Siobhan Dowd
Director Sally Cookson

Talks. Conversations. Debates
Wor
prem ld
iere

‘Heartbreaking, spectacular, harsh,
happy. A monster hit’ The Times

Wor
prem ld
iere

Based on the film Written & Directed by
Ingmar Bergman
Adaptor Stephen Beresford
Director Max Webster

‘An intoxicating flourish of imagination’
The Times

‘Seeds of hope & inspiration planted
in myself & so many others. Thank
you @JaneGoodallinst & #VoicesOff
@oldvictheatre’ @MariaSHind1
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THE DIVIDE
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‘Matthew Warchus’s production is
a love song to Christmas, to the
redeeming power of theatre and,
not least, to The Old Vic itself’ The Observer
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Adaptor David Greig
Music & Lyrics by Charlie Fink
Director Max Webster

‘A feast of a show’
The Independent
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A new version by Jack Thorne
Director Matthew Warchus
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DR. SEUSS’S
THE LORAX

ONE VOICE
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One Hand Tied Behind Us
Curator Maxine Peake
Writers Bola Agbaje, Ella Hickson, Maxine Peake,
Kit de Waal, Jeanette Winterson
Performers Sheila Atim, Jill Halfpenny, Celia Imrie,
Siobhan McSweeney, Flo Wilson
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Monologues funded by the TS Eliot Estate
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The Old Vic has always been a theatre with a social conscience
and our employability, education and talent development
programmes inspire over 10,000 people each year.

Summer School brings together a group of young
people who over the course of a week, led by industry
professionals, devise their own work.

‘It has been an amazing opportunity for our students
to gain some real life experiences and an opportunity
to allow students creative expression’ Teacher

‘This experience has been so welcoming and safe and
exciting and fun. I couldn’t have imagined it being as
fantastically wonderful as it was’ Participant

ation

ation

Educ

STAGE BUSINESS

Over 100 paid placements have been offered through
Front Line, The Old Vic’s front of house scheme for 16–25
year olds from all London Boroughs to discover more about
careers in theatre.

To date 6,261 young people have worked with Stage
Business, a unique education programme designed
to develop the skills needed to be more confident,
more resilient and, ultimately, more employable.

‘Front Line has given me this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
that I will always be thankful for’ Participant

‘The progression the young people have made today is
just seismic. We should never ever forget what this
programme will have done. It is shaping the
lity
future of the next generation’ Teacher
yabi
o
l
p
Em

ty

abili

BAYLIS DIRECTOR

CONNECT

The Baylis Director is an annual appointment to take a
brilliantly gifted young director to the next stage of their
career through a production on the main stage and a
commission.

Connect is an alumni scheme bringing together our talented
alumni to support them in network building and taking
the next step in their careers.
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‘Connect has created a strong sense of belonging and
loyalty to the building that I haven’t experienced on any
other scheme; it’s a truly remarkable and special thing
that should be protected and celebrated’
t
Martha Rose Wilson, Producer
Talen

‘I think the legacy of being the Baylis Director is
that it’s the biggest stamp of approval you can have,
the biggest sort of validation of years and
t
years of working towards something’
Talen
Joe Murphy, Director

OTHER
COMMUNITY
PROJECTS
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‘I’m slowly beginning to ask more questions in class.
Since I have more self-belief, I have more
bility
confidence in my studies’ Student
loya
Emp
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Educ

FRONT LINE

loy
Emp

Take the Lead is a project to empower young people to
take ownership over their next steps in entering employment,
using theatre techniques and creative workshops to build
on five core skills: communication, self-management,
self-belief, teamwork and problem solving.

—
—
—
—
—

The Old Vic Community Company
The Divide Community Choir
Christmas Through the Ages
Primary Schools Club
Curtain Up
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Schools Club provides theatre tickets and a range of
educational resources for free for 40 London secondary
schools each year.

Each year The Old Vic 12 offers emerging artists from a
variety of specialisms the opportunity to spend a season at
The Old Vic developing their craft and extending their networks.
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SUMMER SCHOOL

TAKE THE LEAD

‘I have never felt so supported and take confidence
from knowing there is a whole team willing me to
succeed and give advice. Every session is pushing
me to be better and dream big’
t
Ciara McCafferty, Producer
Talen

These are just some of our flagship projects — to learn more,
or to get involved, visit oldvictheatre.com/join-in

SCHOOLS CLUB

THE OLD VIC 12
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SOCIAL MISSION

THANK YOU
With special thanks to all of the Trusts & Foundations,
individuals and companies who have funded our
work over the past three years and to all of those who
currently support.
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HOW WE WORK

NEW PLACES

The Old Vic is London’s independent, not-for-profit theatre in receipt
of no regular public subsidy. We are a charity which aims to break
even each year by raising £3.9 million in addition to income from
ticket sales and retail. We have to raise every penny we need to
produce our work on stage, develop the next generation of cultural
leaders, support schools, young people and communities,
and even keep the lights on, ourselves. We are passionate about,
and committed to, sustaining this iconic theatre for generations
to come.

From Season 1, The Hairy Ape transferred to New
York’s Park Avenue Armory and Groundhog Day
to Broadway. In 2018, Season 2’s Girl from the
North Country ran at The Public Theater.

80 permanent staff. Our
workforce is comprised of
56% women and 44% men.
Women’s median hourly rate
is the same as men with a
mean pay gap of 6.84%
in favour of women.

Season 2 saw The Old Vic
broadcast its first ever NT Live
with Rosencrantz & Guildenstern
Are Dead, No’s Knife play at The
Abbey Theatre in Dublin, ‘Art’
embark on a UK tour, Cover My
Tracks tour to UK festivals and
Girl from the North Country play
to 5-star reviews in the West End.

Girl from the North Country and
Dr. Seuss’s The Lorax transferred to the
Princess of Wales Theatre in Toronto,
with The Lorax subsequently embarking
on a US tour throughout 2018.
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Almost 2,000 people have
attended our supporting
programme of Voices Off
talks, conversations and
debates and One Voice
monologues.

Each year around 300,000
people see performances
at The Old Vic with
approximately a third of
those visiting for the first
time.

Over 1,200 students see
shows for free each year
through our Schools Club.
35 organisations have
joined our Guardians
Network.

37% of those first time
visitors come to us
through the PwC £10
Previews scheme.

10,000 people each
year gain training and
employability skills
through our Education
& Community work.

AWARDS
During Matthew Warchus’ tenure, The Old Vic has been recognised with award nominations
for its achievements both on and off the stage including: 39 nominations for Groundhog
Day, eight nominations for Girl from the North Country with Shirley Henderson and
Sheila Atim both winning Olivier Awards, the Mousetrap Award for Friendliest
Venue, Best Trailer for Woyzeck at the Theatre & Technology Awards, and Business
Commitment to Education and Skills at the Southwark Business Awards.
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OUR CULTURE

There is a collective
will to maintain an
environment at The Old Vic
which is safe, inclusive,
welcoming and happy.
We want a workplace where everyone has an equal voice that they feel empowered to use
and where everyone, regardless of gender, background or pay grade, is treated equally. Integrity,
hard work, creativity and social responsibility are key to making The Old Vic what it is today.
We believe in the power of creative imagination, engaging with life on all its levels, creating group
experiences and generating laughter. We view entertainment as enlightenment: eye-opening,
mind-expanding and heart-expanding. We want to share the benefits that theatre has with as wide
a group as possible, unlocking ideas, communication and wellbeing.
Above all, The Old Vic is a values-led organisation. We care very much about our audiences,
the impact we have on societal and community issues, and about contributing a body of world-class
work. We want to sustain and grow our theatre, but not by compromising our standards or values.
In 2018 The Old Vic innovated the Guardians Programme, designed to help any organisation go further
in its commitment to creating a safe and secure working environment for all.
Guardians offer information resources for colleagues who have questions or concerns about behaviour
or the culture at work. They provide a sounding board for colleagues who have something that they
might want to share, but are unsure about the best way of doing so. The role of a Guardian is to listen
and give neutral support on issues and, where relevant, to advise upon which processes and staff
may assist. Guardians respect and maintain absolute confidentiality over issues raised with them,
except in cases in which the issues might amount to a criminal offence.
In addition, a Guardians Network has been formed to bring together a group of organisations to
implement their own Guardians Programme. To date, over 35 organisations from across a range
of sectors have signed up to the Network.
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‘There are those that talk and those that act. The Old Vic
is leading the way in ensuring a cultural shift that we need
to see across all industries and organisations. It is hugely
exciting and a privilege to be involved in something that is
ground-breaking. Organisations that take this approach can
be confident they are creating a happy, safe environment
in which everyone can thrive’ Joanna Nicolas, Safeguarding Consultant
A Christmas Carol, 2018/2019
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200 YEARS OF
CREATIVE ADVENTURE

On 24 October 2017, we began a 200-day countdown
to a weekend of birthday festivities. Across the 200 days,
we released daily content that was in celebration of the
theatre’s past, present and future highlighting: important
anniversaries from the theatre’s back-catalogue, our
employability and talent development projects, our social
and political work, support from our OV200 Ambassadors,
our Season of world premiere productions, ground-breaking
partnerships and our audiences’ personal memories of
The Old Vic, amongst other things.
The Birthday Weekend
We celebrated the birthday on Friday 11 May with a global
Twitter first that saw the first ever ‘marathon broadcast’ from
a theatre across the social media platform. The streamed
four hour programme of content included the full-length
production of Future Conditional, One Voice monologues,
interviews with OV200 Ambassadors, insights into our
Education & Community work and exclusive birthday
messages from familiar faces.
On the evening of 11 May we presented a free performance
of Mood Music with audiences joining Artistic Director
Matthew Warchus at the curtain call in wishing The Old Vic
happy birthday.

10.5m

impressions were
generated by #OV200 posts during the 200-day countdown

53, 399,980
#OV200 impressions were received across the weekend

356 ,968
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A Countdown
On 11 May 2018, The Old Vic celebrated its 200th birthday.
In the belief that The Old Vic is as vital today as it was in
1818 when it first opened its doors, the bicentenary offered
an unparalleled opportunity to celebrate our vibrant,
ever-evolving 200-year-old theatre. It was an opportunity to
tell the whole story of The Old Vic and the work on and off
stage with the aim of celebrating, informing and engaging
all audiences.

people watched the Twitter broadcast

1,000
450
1,500

people saw Mood Music for free

people walked in our procession

people enjoyed free
entertainment at our Street Party and Open House

40%

of Birthday weekend visitors were

with us for the first time

The Saturday was a great success with a procession from
the National Theatre to The Old Vic, a Street Party and
an Open House with a full programme of free events for
families that took place across the building. The evening
saw the auditorium transformed into an intimate cabaret
space for a Birthday Variety Night in honour of our Music
Hall history.
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The celebrations culminated with the Bicentenary Ball on the
Sunday raising £500,000 for The Old Vic’s ground-breaking
Education & Community work and for the restoration of our
Grade ll* listed building.

The Birthday weekend, 2018
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TOMORROW

In 2017, The Old Vic
began the first steps
in a transformational,
multi-year programme of
investment and renewal.
The Old Vic has a rich tradition of creative adventure. From within our Grade II* listed auditorium
we entertain 1,000 people a night offering a vibrant, accessible gateway to varied and exciting kinds
of theatre.
An ambitious £20 million multi-phased capital building project will transform the audience experience,
educate and inspire the next generation and unlock new audiences and income streams, allowing us to
move towards a more sustainable model of self-reliance.
So far, as part of the first phase of works, we have upgraded the façade of the building, including the
restoration of the Emma Cons plaque, renewed all external signage and replaced the front doors to
enhance accessibility and security. The remainder of this phase will see the development of a new side
entrance and front of house spaces to improve access and provide much needed extra ladies’ loos.
Phase 2 will be the development of a whole annex on the adjacent site to The Old Vic. The annex
is conceived as a responsive, community-lead project that will improve local infrastructure,
knit together our community, offer support for those who need it, and embed The Old Vic as a valued
local institution. It will be a place for people to learn, to relax, to socialise, to be entertained and to be
inspired all under one roof. Theatre is one of the oldest artforms and social connectors. It is natural
for The Old Vic, drawing on its existing pool of talent and experience, to expand its footprint to create
a smaller, nimbler, informal space which sparks off the main theatre but has an identity of its own.
Fundraising is essential to the progression of these works. We are a charity that breaks even each
year by raising £3.9 million from our generous supporters. And, unlike most others, we have no regular
public funding to bridge the gap. Income from our Box Office and our bars also helps sustain us.
If we do not succeed in our mission to broaden and increase our audiences and restore our building
in which to welcome them, there’s a genuine risk that The Old Vic will cease to exist as a theatre
producing work, or potentially as a theatre at all.
There is no other theatre this size with this level of affordability, social conscience and creative
innovation operating today. It must be upheld for tomorrow’s artists, audiences and young people
— for whom the possibilities are limitless. We encourage anyone who can help us deliver this vision
to come forward and support us.

Fourth floor 100 seat performance
space & education space
Third floor work space & green room

For those wishing to offer The Old Vic support visit oldvictheatre.com/ovtomorrow

Ground floor bars & foyer
Basement kitchens & toilets

Proposed annex
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‘At The Old Vic we
celebrate theatre
as an indispensable
and unique force for
good that deserves
to be supported,
shared and upheld’
Matthew Warchus, Artistic Director

Contact
The Old Vic, The Cut
London SE1 8NB
Box Office 0844 871 7628
feedback@oldvictheatre.com

Connect
Search Old Vic Theatre

